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Purchase DLC or Choose a New Server - With a code you can purchase
DLC games like Charge Blade, Alustin 2, Erranon, Falador, and more. -
You can also use the code to change servers in the game. The codes
above are valid for the period until February 20th (Pacific Time), and
each server may only accept one code per user. ■ Characters Each

character has a unique look based on their class. Canon Characters will
also be available. Please check below for characters that will be added.

■ Features Fantastic Adventures Make your dreams a reality! 1.
Abilities and skills One of the most memorable features is that you can

freely develop your character according to your play style. Develop
various abilities and skills that can be combined to form an incredible
combat style in battle. Even the pure-bred warriors and rangers, who

use simple weapons and weapons, can have their share of fun. 2.
Awesome gear Equip items based on your class and your ability to
choose from various weapons and armor. Choose from a variety of

weapons with skills that suit your style. Even a simple warrior can have
a variety of weapons and armor. 3. Unparalleled fighting system A
simple yet detailed battle system lets you command your force.

Control your units and the target directly from the screen. Players can
easily become accustomed to the battle system by summoning,

selecting, and attacking while you can easily check your skill rankings.
4. Free, open content Included with the game, there is a great deal of

content. You can use this content without having to buy additional
DLCs. ■ Playable Characters Blades of Alustin (Boss) Assassin (Boss)
Sailor (Hero) Wild Hunter (Hero) Sorcerer (Hero) Bladesmith (Hero)
Burglar (Hero) Champion (Hero) Dungeon Guide (Boss) Elden (Boss)

Elden Soldier (Hero) Elden Scout (Hero) Elden Thief (Hero) Elden
Artisan (Hero) Elden Apprentice (Hero) Elden Knight (Hero)

Features Key:
Autumn Leaves Story: To live in the Lands Between, it requires great

dedication. A progressive story that unfolds slowly in an endless
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flashback, presented in fragments. ◆ Humble Startle: How the young
hero wakes and spends time in the mortal lands. In the game space of
the Lands Between, you have been sheltered for a long time. However,

you are not quite ready to escape. ◆ Everlasting Blood: Overcoming
your past and rising. Facing new challenges and adversity, you go

forward yet further. ◆ Battle of the Ages: Sword of the Thunder
Emperor. In a duel with Demeron, a powerful subordinate of Kalabra,

you must find the path of the true Avatar. ◆ Key Features

Characters & Features

All living creatures in the Lands Between possess a great potential. With the
power of the Elden Ring that is passed down through bloodlines, people like
Tarnished stars in their own special lives. And until the time that they die, the
power of the Elden Ring will flow in their veins.

Even in the smallest scenario in the Lands Between, you can change the
course of fate by the power of the Elden Ring. Who will live happily? Or who
will die instantly? Also, can you really overcome this world?

Players who would like a “peak adventure”, or who find the joy in a journey full
of twists and turns in the landscape, will become characters of any class!
Players wanting to let their fighting spirit out enjoy the grace of the battlefield,
while players highly desirous of action will become Odysseus heroes! ◆
Classes (at Genre Only)
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